INSOLO was developed in response to pleas from Oil Producers to
create a higher quality Pump-Off Controller with greater efficiency.
INSOLO has gone far beyond “better” and jumped to “astonishing”
by packaging our system with the newest and most cutting-edge
technologies available... even going so far as to custom designing
those that were not. INSOLO harnesses green technology that utilizes clean
and free sunshine; generating solar power to reduce dependency and
usage of utility or company produced power. INSOLO systems are
designed to free up considerable cash with savings from regenerative
power allowing your company to reinvest savings elsewhere.

INSOLO was developed to increase the use of
cutting-edge green technology within the Oil & Gas
sector while also offering an attractive ROI. Our goal
is to bring market quality equipment with higher
efficiencies offering subsidized energy costs...
translating into recouped savings.
The designer of INSOLO aspires to empower
companies to reclaim their wasted energy...together,
let’s make a positive impact on the environment
and the image of Oil & Gas operations while
reaping the benefits of decreased operational
costs - giving a boost to company cash flow.
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Developed by:

Hybrid Solar-Electric Pump-Off Controller

VALUE ADDED
Power regeneration provides increased energy
savings and greater power quality
Dynamic braking resistor not required
Pursuit of power quality
Improve the quality of your power. In lieu of
building new co-gen plants, or new larger
solar fields, clean up your field power with
INSOLO
Adjustable speed control for optimum well flow
OPTIONAL Wireless remote access to accurate
real-time data for monitoring energy consumption
and well performance
Regenerative AC inverter technology
Speed control processor with proprietary
programming ensuring optimized power transfer
Economy mode bypass comes standard;
OPTIONAL bypass contactor available
Encoderless AC to AC power transfer
INSOLO systems are fully customizable...
5hp - 350hp; 9.6amp - 300amp

Improve field Power Factor with
multi-installed INSOLO systems
Regenerative power with low
harmonic distortion
Greater system efficiency
Smart, Green, Eco-friendly
Pump-Off Controller

METRICS
Advanced power monitor converts
kilowatt hours to US currency to track
dollars saved, power produced and
power consumed
Expanded motor control capabilities
- can control Induction, SPM and IPM
permanent magnet motors

INSOLO systems may qualify for U.S.
solar incentives and/or efficiency rebates
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